TRAINING QUALIFICATIONS
CPP40707 Certificate IV in Security and Risk Management
Security Consultant (Class 4) advising on the watching, guarding or
protection of property
To achieve recognition at the Certificate IV level, the candidate must demonstrate competency in the
eleven core units, plus four electives (total fifteen units). Up to two of the required electives may be
selected from other qualifications aligned at the Certificate III, IV or Diploma level in this Training
Package or from other relevant endorsed Training Package qualifications aligned at the Certificate III,
IV or Diploma level (with a maximum of one unit from Certificate III).

CORE UNITS

Hrs

BSBWOR401A

Establish effective workplace relationships

40

BSBWOR402A

Promote team effectiveness

40

BSBWOR404A

Develop work priorities

30

CPPSEC4001A

Manage a safe workplace in the security industry

30

CPPSEC4002A

Implement effective communication techniques

8

CPPSEC4003A

Advise on security needs

40

CPPSEC4004A

Monitor and review security operations

20

CPPSEC4005A

Facilitate workplace briefing and debriefing processes

4

CPPSEC4006A

Assess risks

50

CPPSEC4007A

Assess threat

40

CPPSEC4012A

Identify and assess security of assets

50

SUGGESTED TOTAL HOURS 352

SPECIFIED ELECTIVE UNITS
BSBADM409A
BSBCUS401A
BSBFIA402A
BSBINN301A
BSBITS401A
BSBMGT403A
BSBSMB401A
BSBSMB402A
CPPSEC4008A
CPPSEC4009A
CPPSEC4010A
CPPSEC4011A
CPPSEC4013A
CPPSEC4014A
CPPSEC4015A
CPPSEC4016A
CPPSEC4017A
CPPSEC4018A
CPPSEC4019A
CPPSEC4020A
CPPSEC4021A

Coordinate business resources
Coordinate implementation of customer service strategies
Report on financial activity
Promote innovation in a team environment
Maintain business technology
Implement continuous improvement
Establish legal and risk management requirements of small business
Plan small business finances
Prepare a detailed tender
Interpret information from advanced security equipment
Manage monitoring centres
Coordinate field staff activity from control room
Undertake case management of investigations
Commission and decommission networked security system
Maintain networked security system
Install networked security system
Determine security system configurations
Configure security devices on IT networks
Identify and diagnose security systems or network fault
Advise on the application of biometrics
Prepare standard operating procedures for the use of biometrics technology

